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Abstract

Purpose
To predict the gamma passing rate (GPR) of the three-dimensional (3D) detector array-based volumetric
modulated arc therapy (VMAT) quality assurance (QA) for prostate cancer using a convolutional neural
network (CNN) with the 3D dose distribution.

Methods
One hundred thirty-�ve VMAT plans for prostate cancer were selected: 110 plans were used for training
and validation, and 25 plans were used for testing. Veri�cation plans were measured using a helical 3D
diode array (ArcCHECK). The dose distribution on the detector element plane of these veri�cation plans
was used as input data for the CNN model. The measured GPR (mGPR) values were used as the training
data. The CNN model comprises eighteen layers and predicted GPR (pGPR) values. The mGPR and pGPR
values were compared, and a cumulative frequency histogram of the prediction error was created to
clarify the prediction error tendency.

Results
The correlation coe�cients of pGPR and mGPR were 0.67, 0.69, 0.66, and 0.73 for 3%/3-mm, 3%/2-mm,
2%/3-mm, and 2%/2-mm tolerances, respectively. The respective mean ± standard deviations of pGPR
− mGPR were − 0.87 ± 2.18%, − 0.65 ± 2.93%, − 0.44 ± 2.53%, and − 0.71 ± 3.33%. The

probabilities of underestimate cases (pGPR < mGPR) were 72%, 60%, 68%, and 56% for each tolerance.

Conclusions
We developed a deep learning-based prediction model of the 3D detector array-based VMAT QA for
prostate cancer, and evaluated the accuracy and tendency of prediction GPR. This model can provide a
proactive estimation for the results of the patient-speci�c QA before the veri�cation measurement.

1. Introduction
As modern radiation therapies, intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and volumetric modulated
arc radiotherapy (VMAT) are widely used in many institutions [1, 2]. These techniques are advantageous
for many treatment sites owing to their high dose conformity on a target volume while avoiding organs at
risk. Owing to the implementation of beam complexity in IMRT or VMAT, several guidelines recommend
performing measurement-based veri�cations, using an ionization chamber and a �lm or multi-
dimensional detector array, as a patient-speci�c quality assurance (QA) before the treatment [3–5]. The
measurement-based QA requires the setting up of devices and the irradiation. These processes are time
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consuming in the clinical QA practice [6]. Furthermore, when the result of a veri�cation do not meet the
acceptance criteria, it is necessary to analyze the reasons for the failure, create an alternative plan, and
perform the measurements again. Many factors, including the complexity of the treatment plan, quality of
the beam modeling, and accuracy of the phantom setup, affect the failure of patient-speci�c QA [7–9].
Analyzing these causes is di�cult and time consuming. Nevertheless, QA needs to be performed
successfully as part of the standard clinical work�ow.

Several authors have reported on the relationship between the accuracy of dose delivery such as the
gamma passing rate (GPR) and the IMRT complexity metrics, including the modulation complexity score
(MCS) devised by McNiven et al., multileaf collimator (MLC) travel, gantry speed, and other parameters of
a treatment plan [10–13]. Shiba et al. proposed another approach to predicting the GPR using a dose
uncertainty potential accumulation technique [14, 15]. It has been reported that dosimetric-based
prediction methods with arti�cial intelligence have a good predictability for GPR. Interian et al. predicted
GPR of two-dimensional (2D) detector array via a convolutional neural network (CNN) using the �uence
maps of the IMRT plans [16]. Tomori et al. predicted the GPR of Gafchromic �lm via a CNN model with a
planar dose distribution on QA phantom, region of interest and monitor unit for 60 seven-�eld IMRT plans
[17]. These studies predicted GPR of 2D IMRT measurements via deep learning based on the dose
information on the detector. On the other hand, 3D VMAT measurement is the mainstream of IMRT QA in
the actual clinical practice [18, 19]. Multi-dimensional detectors for 3D VMAT measurements, such as
ArcCHECK (Sun Nuclear Corporation, Melbourne, FL, USA) or Delta4 (ScandiDos, Uppsala, Sweden), have
been designed to sample the entire beam area. These detectors can verify the dose distribution with a
true composite method as recommended by the American Association of Physicists in Medicine Task
Group 218 report (TG-218) [20]. Therefore, the deep learning-based prediction model for the GPR
expanded to VMAT QA using 3D detector array may be a clinically support tool. Additionally, the previous
studies evaluated the accuracy of the prediction with the deviation between the measured and the
predicted GPR. The accuracy evaluation method using deviation does not focus on the tendency of
prediction error such as the bias of overestimation or underestimation of the GPR. To apply CNN model to
clinical practice, to clarify the prediction tendency is important as well as prediction accuracy.

In this study, we developed a prediction model for the GPR of the prostate VMAT QA using a 3D detector
array via an algorithm based on deep learning using a dose distribution on a cylindrical detector plane
extracted from the 3D dose distribution. A CNN model is proposed to predict the GPR for four tolerances
of 3%/3 mm, 3%/2 mm, 2%/3 mm, and 2%/2 mm, and the accuracy of the prediction model is evaluated.
In addition, a cumulative frequency histogram of the prediction error was created to clarify the bias of
prediction error.

2. Materials And Methods

2.1 Clinical equipment and work�ow for patient-speci�c
veri�cation
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In this study, the use of clinical materials was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Hiroshima
University (E-1656-3). The schematic work�ow for predicting GPR is depicted in Fig. 1. One hundred thirty-
�ve prostate VMAT plans with dual-arc and 2-degree control-point spacing were collected retrospectively.
All plans were created using the Eclipse treatment planning system (TPS) ver. 13.5 (Varian Medical
Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA). The prescription dose to the planning target volume was 74 Gy (2 Gy/37
fractions) or 78 Gy (2 Gy/39 fractions). All plans were created using 10-MV X ray of the TrueBeam linear
accelerator (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) with a Millennium 120 MLC. Optimization and dose
computation were performed with a 2.5-mm grid spacing. Acuros XB algorithm ver.13.5 was used as dose
calculation.

The ArcCHECK dosimetry system was used for veri�cation measurements. ArcCHECK is a helical 3D
detector array consisting of 1386 diodes, with a 0.8 ×  0.8-mm2 active area embedded in a cylindrical
wall of a phantom. The phantom had assigned 1.105 as the mass density for dose calculation of Acuros
XB. The veri�cation plan parameters on the ArcCHECK phantom were exported from TPS to the linear
accelerator and cylindrical dose generator described in Section 2.2. in the digital imaging and
communications in medicine (DICOM) format.

On the veri�cation measurement, a MultiPlug™, made of polymethyl methacrylate, was inserted into the
ArcCHECK phantom. Dose calibration was performed before veri�cation measurement. The accuracy of
the dose distribution of all QA plans was veri�ed using gamma analysis [21]. The tolerances of 3%/3 mm,
3%/2 mm, 2%/3 mm, and 2%/2 mm with a 10% dose threshold, absolute dose mode, and global
normalization were used. The 3%/2-mm tolerance was recommended in the TG-218 report [20]. The
measured GPR (mGPR) was calculated using the SNC Patient (Sun Nuclear Corporation, Melbourne, FL,
USA) software.

2.2 CNN dataset
A schematic of the input data creation for the CNN model is depicted in Fig. 2. The cylindrical dose
distribution, DCyl(θ, Z), was calculated from the 3D dose distribution, DDcm(X, Y, Z), of veri�cation
plans exported from TPS to our in-house cylindrical dose generator software using

DCyl(θ, Z) = DDcm(Rsinθ, Rcosθ, Z)

1
where R is the distance from the gantry-rotation axis to the detector elements (10.4 cm), and Z is the
longitudinal coordinate. Angle θ ranged from − 180 ∘  to 180 ∘ . The cylindrical dose was saved in an 8-
bit portable network graphics format of 360 ×  211 pixels. The CNN model analyzed the cylindrical dose
and calculated a predicted GPR (pGPR), which was a predicted value of mGPR. The mGPR values were
normalized between 0.0 and 1.0. Among the 135 cases selected for this study, 110 were used for
modeling such as training and validation, and the remaining 25 cases were used for testing to evaluate
the trained CNN model. The 110 modeling cases for training and validation were implemented in �ve
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folders for cross-validation. The 25 cases of the test data were used only for verifying the prediction
accuracy.

2.3 Structure of CNN model
A schematic of the CNN model architecture is depicted in Fig. 3. This model has a total of 18 layers,
including four convolution layers, four max pooling layers, four activation layers, �atten layer, and three
dense layers. All activation layers were recti�ed linear units (ReLU). The ReLU removes output values
below 0 at outputting features and makes learning with images more e�cient [22]. In addition, dropout
layers were used to improve the robustness of the network by the random removal of neurons, as well as
by reducing the impact of over�tting [23]. The drop rate of the dropout layer in our CNN model was set to
0.25. After the �atten layer, three dense layers were set with 128, 32, and 4 neurons. Finally, the loss
function was set, and the GPR was predicted for four tolerances. A mean squared error (MSE) layer was
used as the �nal layer. The number of parameters of the CNN model are summarized in Table 1. The
architecture of the CNN model was implemented using the publicly available Keras framework and
TensorFlow as the backend [24, 25]. The network of the CNN model was optimized by adaptive moment
estimation (Adam). The Adam optimizer is characterized by high computational e�ciency and
robustness [26]. Furthermore, a high predictability can be obtained without signi�cantly changing the
hyperparameter settings. The learning rate, α,  was set to 0.001, and the exponential decay rates, β1 and 
β2, were set to 0.9 and 0.999, respectively. Our CNN model was trained for 200 epochs. The training was
performed on a personal computer (PC) with an Intel® Core™ i3–8100K 4.0 GHz CPU and 8 GB of RAM. 
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Table 1
Network architecture and number of parameters.

Layer Output Kernel Padding Stride Number of

parameters

Input

(cylindrical dose)

211 × 360 × 1       0

Convolution 1 106 × 180 × 8 5 × 5 2 × 2 2 × 2 208

ReLU 1 106 × 180 × 8       0

MaxPooling 1 53 × 90 × 8 2 × 2 0 2 × 2 0

Convolution 2 53 × 90 × 16 5 × 5 2 × 2 1 × 1 3216

ReLU 2 53 × 90 × 16       0

MaxPooling 2 26 × 45 × 16 2 × 2 0 2 × 2 0

Convolution 3 26 × 45 × 32 5 × 5 2 × 2 1 × 1 12832

ReLU 3 26 × 45 × 32       0

MaxPooling 3 13 × 22 × 32 2 × 2 0 2 × 2 0

Convolution 4 13 × 22 × 64 5 × 5 2 × 2 1 × 1 51264

ReLU 4 13 × 22 × 64       0

MaxPooling 4 6 × 7 × 64 2 × 3 0 2 × 3 0

Dropout 6 × 7 × 64       0

Flatten 2688       0

Dense 1 128       344192

Dense 2 32       4128

Dense 3 4       132

2.4 Evaluation of prediction accuracy
In this study, �ve prediction models were developed for the �vefold cross-validation of 110 cases. To
reduce the generalization error, the prediction of the GPR was repeated �ve times, and the average values
of these pGPRs were de�ned as the �nal prediction results. From mGPR and pGPR of the 25 test cases,
the difference between mGPR and pGPR, i.e.,

dGPR = pGPR − mGPR
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2
and the standard deviation (SD) of dGPR, mean absolute error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE),
and Pearson’s correlation coe�cient (CC) were calculated. In addition, a cumulative frequency histogram
of the prediction error was created to clarify the prediction error tendency of our CNN model. The
cumulative frequency histogram was evaluated separately for overestimate errors (pGPR > mGPR) and
underestimate errors (pGPR < mGPR).

3. Results
The measured GPR for each tolerance in modeling and test set are shown in Table 2. In the mGPR of the
modeling set, the median value was lower than mean value for all tolerances. Figure 4 shows the loss
function of modeling set. The loss value of validation set shows that the CNN model was su�ciently
trained at 200 epochs without over �tting. Figure 5 depicts the correlation between pGPR and mGPR for
the four tolerances (3%/3 mm, 3%/2 mm, 2%/3 mm, and 2%/2 mm). The diagonal line on the graph
represents a perfect prediction. The 2%/2-mm tolerance had the strongest correlation. The mean values
and SDs of pGPR, mGPR and dGPR, MAE, RMSE, and CC are summarized in Table 2. The difference of
mean GPR values between measured and predicted for each tolerance was less than 1%. The CC values
were 0.67, 0.70, 0.66, and 0.73 for 3%/3-mm, 3%/2-mm, 2%/3-mm, and 2%/2-mm tolerances, respectively.
These results show a moderate to strong correlation between pGPR and mGPR. Figure 6 depicts the
dGPR for each test case. The maximum differences were − 4.3%, − 5.8%, − 4.9%, and − 7.0% for
3%/3-mm, 3%/2-mm, 2%/3-mm, and 2%/2-mm tolerances, respectively. Figure 7 depicts the cumulative
frequency histograms of the overestimate and underestimate errors for the four tolerances. The
probability of the underestimate error was higher than that of the overestimate error in our CNN model,
the cases underestimated were 72%, 60%, 68%, and 56% for each tolerance. The overestimate errors with
the cumulative frequency probability within 5% were 3.1%, 4.5%, 4.0%, and 4.4% for 3%/3-mm, 3%/2-mm,
2%/3-mm, and 2%/2-mm tolerances, respectively. Similarly, the underestimate errors with the cumulative
frequency probability within 5% were 3.8%, 4.9%, 3.2%, and 7.0% for 3%/3-mm, 3%/2-mm, 2%/3-mm, and
2%/2-mm tolerances, respectively. Full training took approximately 1 h in the PC environment used in this
study.
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Table 2
Summary of measured GPR values (%) for each

tolerance in modeling and test set.

    Mean SD Median

Modeling set 3%/3 mm 93.1 2.8 92.9

3%/2 mm 88.0 4.4 87.8

2%/3 mm 89.4 3.1 89.3

2%/2 mm 81.6 4.7 81.4

Test set 3%/3 mm 93.2 2.9 93.5

3%/2 mm 88.7 4.1 87.6

2%/3 mm 90.0 3.3 89.3

2%/2 mm 82.5 4.8 80.9

Table 3
Summary of evaluation items for each tolerance in test set.

  Mean ± SD MAE RMSE CC*

3%/3 mm − 0.9 ± 2.2 2.1 2.4 0.67

3%/2 mm − 0.7 ± 2.9 2.5 3.0 0.70

2%/3 mm − 0.4 ± 2.5 2.2 2.6 0.66

2%/2 mm − 0.7 ± 3.3 2.8 3.4 0.73

SD: standard deviation; MAE: mean absolute error; RMSE: root mean squared error; CC: correlation
coe�cient * p < 0.01.

4. Discussion
In this study, the GPR of the prostate VMAT QA using ArcCHECK was predicted via deep learning using
the cylindrical dose distribution developed from the calculated 3D dose distribution in the ArcCHECK
phantom. Moderate to strong correlation was shown between pGPR and mGPR, the features of the dose
distribution on the cylindrical detector plane are considered to have a direct relationship with mGPR.

Some groups introduced the prediction of the GPR for IMRT QA. Ono et al. proposed the machine
learning-based method for the prediction based on the data of ArcCHECK by 28 complexity metrics [27].
The CC values and SD achieved using this method were 0.57 and 2.1–2.4% at 3%/3 mm and 0.55 and
5.4–5.8% at 2%/2 mm. The CC values and SD achieved in our study were 0.67 and 2.2% at 3%/3 mm,
0.73 and 3.3% at 2%/2 mm, respectively. We consider that the dose distribution on the detector is one of
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the appropriate input data for predicting the GPR because our CNN model achieved current results with
the cylindrical dose distribution. Most of the complexity metrics were the integrated value of all control
points, and they may have lost some plan features. Because the 3D dose distribution at the detector has
the potential to be more directly related to the GPR value, it would be recommended input data for
predicting the GPR value.

Another example is a comparison with the deep-learning-based method. Tomori et al. proposed a deep-
learning-based method using 2D dose distribution on a gafchromic �lm [17]. They obtained RMSEs of
1.1%, 1.5%, 1.5%, and 2.2% for 3%/3-mm, 3%/2-mm, 2%/3-mm, and 2%/2-mm tolerances, respectively.
These values are smaller when compared with our results (2.4, 3.0, 2.6, and 3.4%). Since our results are
from an ArcCHECK system with a 1mm pitch detector element, and the values of mGPR was signi�cantly
different, a direct comparison of these values does not provide an accurate goal to achieve. The
distribution of mGPR in this study is different from that in a previous study. Tomori et al. had few cases
with mGPR lower than 95%, and the SD (mGPR) value was 0.59% for the 3%/3-mm tolerance. Our study
had 100 cases (74% of the total 135 cases) with mGPR values lower than 95%, and the SD (mGPR) was
3.0%. Our coe�cient of variation (CV) values of mGPR were 0.03, 0.05, 0.04, and 0.06 for 3%/3-mm,
3%/2-mm, 2%/3-mm, and 2%/2-mm tolerances, respectively. These values were signi�cantly different
from the values of Tomori et al. (0.01, 0.01, 0.01, and 0.02). The distribution of mGPR is considered to
impact the accuracy of the prediction [28]. In both the previous studies and our study, the prediction
accuracy of the 2%/2-mm tolerance was worse compared with the tolerance for 3%/3 mm [17, 28]. It
would be di�cult for the CNN model to predict accurately tight tolerances, including smaller GPR values,
due to a larger variation in mGPR. For correlation between pGPR and mGPR, we achieved CC values of
0.67, 0.70, 0.66, and 0.73 for 3%/3-mm, 3%/2-mm, 2%/3-mm, and 2%/2-mm tolerances, respectively,
despite the larger variation in mGPR. This result also demonstrated predictability by combining the CNN
model and cylindrical dose distribution. The dose distribution of ArcCHECK was the dose on the entry and
exit surfaces measured with diodes at 2.9 cm below the surface. These doses could retain more features
than planar dose at the center because it is less composite. Thus, the deep learning-based prediction
method using the dose distribution on the detector may be more suitable for the GPR of 3D VMAT
measurement. Applying the CNN model to the same dataset of GPR measured by multiple device (e.g.,
gafchromic �lm, 2D or 3D detector array) may provide useful insight to understand the suitable features
for deep learning.

In this study, the probability of the underestimate error was higher than that of the overestimate error. This
bias is attributed to the over-representation of cases with a GPR value considerably lower than the mean
value. Because the range of the prediction of the GPR value is close to the upper limit (100%), there are no
cases with considerably higher GPR values. The median value is lower than mean value in the GPR of the
modeling set. Only cases with a considerably lower GPR value may have contributed to the learning.
Therefore, the CNN model could have a low prediction bias with less restriction on the GPR values. Thus,
the proportion of underestimated cases may have increased. For introducing a CNN model into clinical
practice, it is essential to pay attention to the error characteristics of the prediction model. Setting the
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tolerances for each underestimate and overestimate error is recommended because it is possible that the
prediction error does not follow a normal distribution.

There are some limitations to this study. The treatment site for the prediction was limited to 135 prostate
plans in this study. To apply our method to clinical practice and simplify the QA process for other
treatment cases, it is necessary to broaden the target of predicted treatment sites. Additionally, the
expected clinical advantage was not described. The practical advantage of the CNN model is important.
However, the result in this study is from a limited number of 135 cases, and some of mGPR values in this
study were lower than the acceptance criteria recommended by TG218. Thus, we consider that clinical
feedback needs to be discussed carefully. This study used only dose distribution to develop the CNN
model. To improve the accuracy of the prediction, it may be necessary to perform further studies using
other components related to dosimetric accuracy, such as the dose uncertainty potential and complexity
metrics of the treatment plan as additional input data to improve the predictability of the CNN model. The
further study will be performed to improve a CNN model.

5. Conclusion
We developed a deep learning-based prediction model of the 3D detector array-based VMAT QA for
prostate cancer, and evaluated the accuracy and tendency of prediction GPR. The dose distribution on the
cylindrically arranged detector elements re�ects the features of the plan, and has the predictability for
GPR of 3D VMAT measurement. This model can provide a proactive estimation of the results of the
patient-speci�c QA before the veri�cation measurement.
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Figure 1

Schematic work�ow for predicting gamma passing rate.

Figure 2

Diagram for creating cylindrical dose from DICOM RT Dose. R is the distance from the gantry-rotation
axis to the detector elements. Z is the longitudinal coordinate of the detector. Angle  ranges from 180  to
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180 .

Figure 3

Schematic diagram of the convolutional neural network model architecture.
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Figure 4

Plots of the training and validation loss function (MSE).
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Figure 5

Correlation of pGPR with mGPR for various tolerance values of the gamma analysis. The predicted
values are the averages of the results from the CNN models using the �vefold cross-validation. Green
plus symbols, orange triangles, blue circles, and red squares indicate data for 3%/3-mm, 3%/2-mm, 2%/3-
mm, and 2%/2-mm tolerances, respectively.

Figure 6

Difference between predicted and measured GPR values (dGPR = pGPR mGPR) in each case.
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Figure 7

Cumulative frequency histograms of the false negative and false positive errors for four tolerances.


